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Academic publishing is undergoing an exponential growth
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This is mostly a good thing

• More scientists around

• More funds for research

• Open Access: more results available to anyone

• Web tools: faster dissemination of ideas

• Lower file drawer effects

• More replications, robustness, reviews, meta-analyses
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But the number of scientists has hit a limit
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...and we’ve got issues

Editors resigning
over high fees
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...and we’ve got issues

Editors resigning
over bad publisher practices
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...and we’ve got issues

Paper mills
mass producing
fake articles
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...and we’ve got issues

Authorship sales
rings
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...and we’ve got issues

Stunningly prolific
authors
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...and we’ve got issues

Pay to get faster
through peer-review
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...and we’ve got issues

Editors unable
to find referees
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...and we’ve got issues

Mega-journals being
delisted from WoS
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How does publishing work?
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A caveat: no need for "predatory" labels

We don’t think binary labels improve our understanding

There’ll be no "predatory" judgments here

• outright fraudsters do exist (publishers and authors)

• agents just follow their interest

• market rules generate outcomes
• outcomes can be good or bad

• for the different actors
• for the public good that is science
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Behold the scientific publishing system
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What does the system do?

What are the functions the system fulfills...

for Scientists

• dissemination

• reputation

• sorting

for Publishers

• profits

• dissemination

• sustainability

for Funders

• selection

• prioritization

• public access
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What do the different actors want?

What do different actors want from the system?

Scientists

• high reputation

• low effort

• stability

Publishers

• high reputation

• high quantity

• high revenue

Funders

• stability

• true signal

• low spending
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The system, growing under strain
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The system, growing under strain
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The system, growing under strain
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The system, growing under strain
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What is going on?
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More is different

Growth is not more of the same:
growth means change.

• new practices

• new business strategies

• new incentives

• new constraints

• new meanings
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A semantic shift

"Journal"

used to mean

A physical object with
limited available space

now it also means

A limitless electronic
repository with a name
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A semantic shift

"Publication"

used to mean

• a handful of journals

• long delays

• low acceptance rates

• free for authors

• do it and thrive

⇒ good science rejected?

now it also means

• thousands of journals

• short delays

• high acceptance rates

• authors pay

• don’t do it and die

⇒ bad science accepted?
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A semantic shift

"Special issue"

used to mean

• A once-in-a-while issue

• About a special topic

• Strict editor control

• regular > special

now it also means

• A many-a-day issue

• About any topic

• Relaxed editor control

• special > regular
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A semantic shift

"Publisher business model"

used to mean

• Many small journals

• Readers pay

• $ through subscription

• "Polish your gems"

Incentive to ⇈ quality,
quantity? . . .

now it also means

• Few mega-journals

• Authors pay

• $ through publication

• "Get authors on board"

Incentive to ⇈ quantity,
quality? . . .
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Our analysis:

Understanding the strain put on the system

by evolving publishers practices
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So, this
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Wanna know more? get our preprint
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Which trends and threats hide behind this exceptional growth?
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Analysis plan

We single out five indicators of strain on the system:

• Number and size of journals

• Number and role of Special Issues

• Turnaround times

• Rejection rates

• Impact Factor inflation

None of them is critical per se

together they indicate strain imposed by publishers
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Data sources

We exploit data coming from various sources:

• A full scrape of the Scimago Journal Rankings database
used for: comparisons across publishers, IF, SJR rank. . .

• OECD and US NSF data
used for: number of PhDs awarded per year

• Web scrape of MDPI, Frontiers, Hindawi, PLoS
used for: turnaround times, special issues

• First hand data from publisher reports and websites
used for: rejection rates
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Number of articles & journal size



The rise of new publishers
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Bigger journals
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The rise of mega-journals
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What’s going on?

Trends:

• Growth means concentration, especially for new players

Why?

• Scientists tend to flock to journals with high reputation

• Hard to set up, but if you have one, exploit it

Threats

• How much can a journal inflate before it loses reputation?

• Risk of instability of quality signals
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The role of special issues



Not so special after all
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Not so special after all
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Journals at most big OA publishers are mostly special issues
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What’s going on?

Trends:

• SI as a fantastic engine of growth for big OA publishers

Why?

• Mobilization of an army of guest editors & their networks

Threats

• Less control increases chance of exploitation by authors

• Potential crisis of the SI model (Hindawi, IJERPH delisting)
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Turnaround times



Turnaround times have decreased for all for-profit OApublishers
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Turnaround times are getting more homogeneous
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Turnaround times are getting more homogeneous
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Lower TATs for Special Issues
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What’s going on?

Trends:

• TAT can be due to inefficiencies – good that they go down

Why?

• Convergence of authors & OA publishers incentives

Threats

• Lower TAT must still allow for proper peer review

• Some TAT so low, it casts doubts on quality
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Rejection rates



Rejection rates: absolute values
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Rejection rates: normalized
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To be fair: RR at MDPI on the rise since 2023
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More SIs, less rejections
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What’s going on?

Trends:

• Rejection rates are decreasing at some key publishers

• Increasing at others

• Very little data

Why?

• Convergence of authors & OA publishers incentives

Threats

• Lower rejection rates might mean lower quality

• Risk of instability of quality signals
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Impact Factor inflation



Indicators of impact: Impact factor, Scimago Journal Rank

We measure Impact Factor Inflation as the ratio of IF to SJR

Impact Factor:

• cites/document at N years

• easily gamed

SJR: citation network counts

• Limits prestige from single source

• More prestige if cited by relevant journals

• Normalizes for field size

• Less easily gamed
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IF inflation 2021: some publishers
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Evolution of IF inflation
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IF inflation: why? Self-cites
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What’s going on?

Trends:

• IF is inflating across the board – more so at some
publishers

Why?

• Goodhart’s law: When a measure becomes a target, it
ceases to be a good measure

Threats

• Risk of instability of quality signals
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At a glance



At a glance
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At a glance
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What can you do?
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Explore our data!

We built a tool that lets you explore data journal by journal

https://pagoba.shinyapps.io/strain__explorer/
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How to survive in this system

as a reader Read.The.Papers. No shortcut. Discuss. Use
social media.

as an author If it looks to good to be true, it ain’t true. No
shortcut. Be aware.

as a practitioner Science is still alive and kicking. Under a pile
of mediocre stuff. Be aware. Dig deeper.

as a funder Focus on quality rather than quantity. Beware of
the perverse effects of your incentives.
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Thank you!
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